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Loin pain in pregnancy has an incidence of one per 1500-2500. The investigation of loin pain in pregnancy poses a difficult diagnostic as well as therapeutic dilemma. This article highlights the usual imaging modalities that are used to investigate loin pain and the initial management in pregnant women.
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INTRODUCTION

Hydronephrosis in pregnancy can be physiological and may begin as early as the sixth week of gestation. Ninety percent of pregnant women will have some element of physiological hydronephrosis by the 28th week. The mechanism of hydronephrosis is unclear, but it may be the result of a combination of pressure on the ureters at the pelvic brim and smooth muscle relaxation secondary to the hormonal changes of pregnancy. Hydronephrosis is more common on the right, possibly because of dextrorotation of the uterus and the sigmoid colon cushioning the ureter on the left. Most of the patients with hydronephrosis remain asymptomatic and the hydronephrosis resolves post-delivery. However, a small percentage may complain of loin pain. Moreover, up to 28% of cases of loin pain are misdiagnosed in pregnant women because of common pregnancy symptoms such as vomiting, back pain and urinary frequency.

ASSESSMENT

Assessment of patient with loin pain includes history and thorough clinical examinations. The initial investigations include blood tests to check white cell count and differentiation, urea and electrolytes, urine dipstick, urine for culture and sensitivity, and requesting urgent renal imaging.

Primary Imaging

Ultrasound scans are the preferred first line imaging modality in pregnancy, as they are non-invasive and they do not involve radiation. It is best to avoid ionising radiation in pregnancy, particularly during the first trimester when organogenesis takes place. However, ultrasound scans are operator dependent and sensitivity ranges from 34 to 92.5%. Another useful radiological modalities is limited (three shot) intravenous urogram (IVU). It involves limited radiation exposure. Lead shielding of the pelvis is commonly used. A control film is taken followed by 15 and 30 or 60 min images post intravenous contrast administration. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is generally safe in pregnancy but it provides limited information about ureteric calculi.

Usual course of loin pain in pregnancy

Ninety percent of patients with loin pain will respond to intravenous fluids, prophylactic antibiotics and analgesia. These patients are usually monitored during pregnancy and the definitive therapy is usually planned postpartum. Urgent urological
opinion should be considered if patients have sepsis, intractable loin pain which is not controlled with analgesia (which mean failure of conservative therapy), patients who have obstruction of solitary kidney or if there is deteriorating renal function. 

**Primary ureteroscopy**

There are published data of small series of patients treated by primary ureteroscopy. Lithoclast and laser were used during ureteroscopy to treat ureteric calculi. The risk of primary ureteroscopy in pregnancy include a 5% risk for minor abrasions, 2% risk of perforation and creation of a false passage, 1% risk of avulsion and stricture formation and the risk of preterm labour and delivery. However, an experienced urologist should perform ureteroscopy with special interest in endoscopic surgery. Ureteroscopy is not recommended in the presence of sepsis or multiple calculi. The choice of the investigations and interventions should be tailored to the individual patient’s situation and discussed with the urologist and radiologist.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In the absence of sepsis initial treatment in loin pain in pregnancy should be conservative, given that the majority of patients will recover with analgesia, antibiotics and hydration. Efforts should be made to minimise the radiation exposure of patient and fetus without delaying diagnosis or compromising early treatment. Intervention in loin pain in pregnancy should be considered in patients who have sepsis or a solitary kidney, symptoms refractory to conservative measures and worsening of renal function.
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